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A complete menu of Lucky Star Chinese from Pearisburg covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here
on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Lucky Star Chinese:
I love this place where I come almost every time I get paid! my favorite is there huh and brokkoli. the people are

nice and the environment is good. I love how every time I go or call his always fresh and hot. read more. The
diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't

like about Lucky Star Chinese:
we spent $70 on a motherday family court. worst meal I had in the old. four great main dishes did not contain any

white rice at all. the hunch of general tsao and the happy family flavors were quite good to begin and are not
good without tear. both the ice drop and the thicktonsuppen were not good, and the noodles for the suppe were
very stale. someone in the group liked the early roll. there is also no possibility t... read more. The Lucky Star

Chinese from Pearisburg serves various flavorful seafood meals, Many visitors show particularly their
enthusiasm for the versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine. Of course, the right drink with a meal can be crucial; this
gastropub provides a large selection of fine and local alcoholic beverages like beer or wine, At the bar, you can

unwind with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sush�
CALIFORNIA ROLL

Chicke�
KUNG PAO CHICKEN

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sid� Order
FORTUNE COOKIES

Brea�
BISCUITS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

ICE CREAM

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

SEAFOOD

TRAVEL

CHICKEN
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